
Types of Character

Vocabulary for Characterization & 
Theme Unit of Study



Vocabulary Terms

Review Terms
The following terms you should already know 
from prior lessons in this class:
● Protagonist - the main character
● Antagonist - the character/force the main 

character must overcome
● Traits - qualities of the character
● Growth - character’s capacity to change
● Motivation - driving force of character’s 

behavior and actions
● Complex - when a character has multiple 

and/or conflicting motivation

New Terms
The following terms will be 
explained with examples in 
this presentation:
● Flat
● Round
● Static
● Dynamic



Type of Character: FLAT

● Possesses only one or two character traits
For example, in L. Frank 
Baum’s first Oz book and in 
the 1939 movie, the Wicked 
Witch of the West is a flat 
character.

Traits: Wicked

Motivation: 
- Covets Dorothy’s ruby 
slippers
- Wants control over Oz



Type of Character: ROUND

● Exhibits several sides to personality.
For example, in the 
musical, Wicked, 
based on the book by 
Gregory Maguire, 
Elphaba is a round 
character.

Traits: Intelligent, 
Romantic, Troubled, 
Rebellious, Honest…

Motivation:
- Wants to save Oz 
from the Wizard’s evil 
dictatorship.



Type of Character: STATIC

● Doesn’t progress or change over the course 
of the story. In the first Austin Powers 

movie, Austin joins the 21st 
Century after 30-plus years in 
cryogenic “stasis” to pursue 
his nemesis, Dr. Evil. After 
three movies, Austin is still 
falling for his leading ladies 
and trying to stop Dr. Evil and 
Company. 

(Note: In comedies, especially 
where sequels are involved, 
the protagonist is usually 
static.)



Type of Character: DYNAMIC

● Grows and changes over the course of the 
story. In the musical, Scrooge, 

based on the book, A 
Christmas Carol, by 
Charles Dickens, the title 
character is miserly, mean, 
and greedy until he is 
visited by three ghosts on 
Christmas Eve who show 
him the error of his ways. 
By the end, he is a 
considerate, happy, and 
generous man. 


